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Abstract. Uncovering latent topics from given texts is an important task to help people understand excess heavy information. This has
caused the hot study on topic model. However, the main texts available
daily are short, thus traditional topic models may not perform well because of data sparsity. Popular models for short texts concentrate on
word co-occurrence patterns in the corpus. However, they do not consider the intensity of relationship between words. So we propose the new
way, called word-network triangle topic model (WTTM). In WTTM, we
search for the word triangles to measure the relations between words.
The results of experiments on real-world corpus show that our method
performs better in several evaluation ways.
Keywords: Topic Model, Short Texts, Word Co-occurrence Network,
Document Classiﬁcation
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Introduction

Recent years, the technology of Internet is growing rapidly, people are more
willing to get information from the Internet. Information surplus becomes a big
problem. So topic distillation is crucial for many content analysis tasks. And a
popular research ﬁeld is topic model.
Topic model [4] is used to discover latent topics from given texts. It assumes that a document is generated from a mixture of topics, where a topic
is a probabilistic distribution over words. Topic model is helpful in automatically extracting thematic information from large archive. [1] It’s widely used in
modeling text collections like news articles, research papers and blogs. Now the
popular models are PLSA(also as PLSI) [5] and LDA [2].
However, with the great popularity of social networks and Q&A networks,
short texts occupy the main space on the Web. Inferring latent topics based on
these texts may help a lot in daily life. However, a bad news is that traditional
topic models do not perform well in these situations. The main reason may
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rely on that the parameters of topic model are calculated according to the cooccurrence of words in the texts, while short texts is short of such relations
because of lack of words [6].
Under the circumstances, we need some improvements on topic model for
short texts. One simple but useful idea is to bring together the similar short
documents to structure longer documents. For example, combining the texts
written by the same user in twitter [9] or combining the texts which own the
same words [6]. Some others add extra information into short texts to enrich data
density. However, methods above are highly data-dependent or task-dependent.
Another popular approach now is to extend the documents based on the information from original texts, like BTM [10], RIBS-TM [7] and WNTM [11].
Though these models have good performance on the short texts, they ignore
that the relations of the word co-occurrence patterns are not all so close. As we
can see, not any two words in the documents share similarly close relation.
To solve the data sparsity on short texts and value relationship between
words , we propose the method called W ord − network T riangle T opic M odel
(WTTM). The method came from the thoughts below. 1) Though topic model infers the parameters based on the word co-occurrence patterns, but not all
patterns share the same intensity of relations. 2) How can we express the closer
relationship among words as the word pairs do not show the intensity of relationship. Triangle is an important structure in graph theory. It represents strong
relationship among the nodes in the graph. So we choose triangles as our basic
structures. In WTTM, we build up the global word co-occurrence network of
word pairs in the corpus, and ﬁnd out the word triangles in the network. Then
we make use of word triangles we ﬁnd to train the models. Compared with the
existing models, we use the word triangles to draw the close relationship among
words. In this way, we reduce the inﬂuence of the weak-related patterns and
strengthen the highly-related patterns.
Extensive experiments are conducted on real-world dataset to compare WTTM
with the baseline models. Through the experiments on topic coherence and document semantic classiﬁcation, the outstanding results prove that our method is
a good choice of topic inferring for short texts.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We ﬁrst give the detail analysis
of our approach is followed in section 2 ; Experimental results are explained in
section 3. At last, we’ll conclude our present work in section 4 and some measures
to perfect the method are also pointed out.
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Our Approach

Probabilistic topic models ﬁnd the latent topics of the given documents based
on word co-occurrence patterns in the documents, thus the results will be highly
eﬀected by data sparsity in short texts scenario. To overcome the diﬃculty,
we came up with the idea called word-network triangle topic model (WTTM),
which chooses the more related patterns and represent them with word triangles
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according to the word co-occurrence network from the corpus. The details will
be described as follows.
2.1

Word Co-occurrence Network
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Fig. 1. A example of the word co-occurrence network from the input corpus

The word co-occurrence network (which is denoted as word network in the
following text) is a global undirected graph of given texts. In the word network,
nodes are the words appear in the corpus and an edge between two nodes shows
that the two words appear in the same document. It’s known that topic model
is based on the bag of words model so it’s possible for us to build up the global
network of words in the corpus. Figure 1 shows an example of word network.
Definition 1. Given a set of documents D = {d1 , d2 , ..., dn }, and every document dk is divided a group of words, dk = {w1 , w2 , ..., wm }. The word cooccurrence network is represented as N =< V, E, S >.
where :
V represents the nodes in the network N , namely the whole group of words in
the given documents D. V = {wi |wi ∈ dk } .
E represents the edges in the network N , namely the word co-occurrence patterns
in the given documents D. E = {eij = (wi , wj )|wi , wj ∈ dk }.
Seij represents the set of indexes of the edge eij . It expresses indexes of the documents where the words wi , wj can be found in D. Seij = {k|eij = (wi , wj ) ∧
wi , wj ∈ dk } .
S is the group of all the index sets of every edge eij ∈ E. S = {Seij |eij ∈ E} .
In our idea, the co-occurrence of two words in the same context shows that
the two words share a relationship. And we tag the edges with the indexes of the
documents where the connected words co-occurred. It’s obvious that the more
tags of indexes one edge owns, the more triangles it may be chosen in. Based on
the co-occurrence patterns, we build up the word network.
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Word Triangle

With the help of the word network we built up above, we can ﬁnd the triangle
connections among the words in the corpus.
Traditional topic models take advantage of the word co-occurrence patterns
by modeling word generation from the document level. However, patterns do
not show the relations, but the intensity of relations of patterns should be taken
into consideration and we need to choose a new structure to perform strong
relations. Triangle is an important structure in graph theory. A triangle is a
set of three nodes that are pairwise connected and is arguably one of the most
important patterns in terms of understanding the inter-connectivity of nodes
in real graphs.[3] And a triangle is the complete graph, that’s to say nodes in
a triangle share closer relationships than common graphs. So here we came up
with the idea of valuing the relation of word co-occurrence patterns and using
word triangles to express the closer relations.
Definition 2. Given the word co-occurrence network N =< V, E, S >, for every
three words wi , wj , wk ∈ V ,if:
1) eij = (wi , wj ), eik = (wi , wk ), ejk = (wj , wk ) ∧ eij , eik , ejk ∈ E.
2) seij , seik , sejk ∈ S, seij ̸= seik ∧ seij ̸= sejk ∧ seik ̸= sejk .
the three words wi , wj , wk can structure the word triangle t = (wi , wj , wk ).
We emphasize that the edges are labeled with diﬀerent sets of tags to avoid
the situation that any group of three words in the same context will be regarded
as a word triangle. In our experiments we ﬁnd that there are few words which are
not included in any triangle, we tend to think they are unrelated in the corpus
and ignore them.
2.3

Word-network Triangle Topic Model

The key idea of BTM is to learn the latent topics over given short texts based
on the aggregated word patterns in the whole corpus. However, relation of some
patterns may not be so close. So we use triangles to evaluate patterns and exclude
weak-related ones. In our model, each word triangle is drawn from a speciﬁc topic
independently. And the probability of the triangle drawn from a speciﬁc topic is
determined by the proportion that the three words in the triangle to be drawn
from the topic. Suppose α and β are the Dirichlet priors. And the process of
WTTM can be described as follows:
1. For each topic z
(a) draw a topic-speciﬁc word distribution ϕz ∼ Dir(β)
2. Draw a topic distribution θ ∼ Dir(α) for the whole collection
3. For each triangle t in the triangle set T
(a) draw a topic assignment z ∼ M ulti(θ)
(b) draw three words: wi , wj , wk ∼ M ulit(ϕz )
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According to the procedure above, the probability of a word triangle t =
(wi , wj , wk ) can be calculated as:
∑
∑
P (t) =
P (z)P (wi |z)P (wj |z)P (wk |z) =
θz ϕi|z ϕj|z ϕk|z
(1)
z

z

And the possibility of the given texts is:
∏∑
θz ϕi|z ϕj|z ϕk|z
P (T ) =
i,j,k

(2)

z

From the process we directly train the model using the word triangles as
basic elements of the topics. We consider the close relationship of triangles to
select the stronger relationships among words. What’s more, the whole patterns
in the corpus are aggregated to ﬁnd the triangle connections. In consequence,
we evaluate the patterns in the corpus to reveal the topics better. To train the
parameters mentioned above, we adopt Gibbs sampling the same as BTM.
2.4

Inferring Topics for a Document

From the previous introduction of the procedure we can know that WTTM trains
the model based on the whole corpus. Therefore, the training results do not give
the topic distribution on the documents directly. We need some eﬀorts to obtain
the topics of every document and the distribution. The calculation is as follows:
We assume that the topic distribution of the document is the same as the
expectation of the topic distribution of the group of word triangles containing
the word patterns in the document:
∑
P (z|d) =
P (z|t)P (t|d)
(3)
t

In the formula above, P (z|t) can be calculated according to Bayes’ formula
based on the distribution of words in topics P (w|z) and the distribution of topics
in the corpus P (z) got from WTTM:
θz ϕi|z ϕj|z ϕk|z
P (z)P (wi |z)P (wj |z)P (wk |z)
P (z|t) = ∑
=∑
P
(z)P
(w
|z)P
(w
|z)P
(w
|z)
i
j
k
z
z θz ϕi|z ϕj|z ϕk|z

(4)

where P (z) = θz and P (wi |z) = ϕi|z .
And the other one to calculate is P (t|d). We can get it easily based on the
distribution of word triangles in the document:
nd (t)
P (t|d) = ∑
t nd (t)

(5)

where nd (t) is the frequency of the word triangle t of the group of word
triangles in the document d.
And for the documents which structure no word triangle, we infer the topic
distribution of such document using the expectation of the topic distributions of
words in the documents. According to the formulas above, we can get the topic
distribution for given documents.
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3

Experiments

In this section, we conduct experiments in the real-world short texts collection of
questions with labels from Zhihu to verify the improvements on the algorithm.
We take two typical topic models, BTM and LDA, to perform our comparison.
Besides, as BTM and WTTM do not model the generation process of documents
so we cannot evaluate the models by calculating the perplexity. In consequence,
we evaluate the performance of WTTM from two sides, topic coherence and
semantic document classiﬁcation.
3.1

Topic Coherence

In order to compare the methods with quantitative metrics, we introduce the
topic coherence to measure the relations of words in the topic we get.
Topic coherence, also called UMass measure, is proposed by Mimno et al
[8] in 2011 for topic quality evaluation. Topic coherence weighs the semantic
similarity degree of the words with high-frequency in the topics learned from
the documents and then decides the quality of the model. The higher the topic
coherence is, the better the topic quality is.
We compare WTTM with LDA and BTM on the short text collection. For
all the models, we change the number of topics from 10 to 50. And the average
results of topic coherence of the three models are listed in Table1. Here the
number of topics is 30(P-value<0.001 by T-test):
Table 1. Average results of topic coherence on the top K words in topics inferred by
LDA, BTM, and WTTM on Zhihu questions.
T
5
10
20
LDA -60.1±4.5 -442.3±18.9 -2752.2±62.4
BTM -58.0±6.0 -365.7±16.2 -2112.7±30.1
WTTM -37.4±0.9 -200.0±3.8 -1215.2±17.7

T in Table 1 refers to the number of top words we choose in the topic, ranging
from 5 to 20. From the table we ﬁnd that the average topic coherence of WTTM
is obviously better than BTM and LDA. In fact, LDA infers latent topics based
on the limited word co-occurrence patterns in each document. So LDA cannot
learn the topics of short texts accurately as lack of words. BTM outperforms LDA
as it learns topics by modeling directly on the word co-occurrence patterns and
overcomes the data sparsity. However, BTM doesn’t evaluate the patterns and
some weak-related patterns may result in bad inﬂuence. Our method exclude
such patterns and uses word triangles to express the strong relations. That’s
the reason why WTTM performs better than BTM. Comparing with the two
baseline methods, WTTM can ﬁnd more related words in one topic.
3.2

Semantic Document Classification

To compare the topic distributions in documents which can express the short
documents more accurately, we conduct the experiments to train the document
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THE ACCURANCY OF CLASSIFICATION

classiﬁers on the question collection of Zhihu in this part. The topic distributions in each document can be used for dimensionality reduction,that’s to say
the documents can be represented with a set of topics which can express the
contents well. Then we can use the topics and the proportion of topics as the
feature vectors to express the documents. So it’s convenient for us to value the
accuracy of the topical representation of short documents for classiﬁcation. In
the experiments, the questions of Zhihu are randomly spilt into training subset
and testing subset with the ratio 9:1, then we classiﬁed them by using random
forest in Weka. The number of trees is 50 and the max depth of each tree is 20.
We show the accuracy on 10-fold cross validation in Figure 2.
LDA

BTM

WTTM

65%
60%
55%
50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
10

20

30

40

50

THE NUM OF TOPICS

Fig. 2. The accuracy of document classiﬁcation of WTTM, BTM, and LDA on Zhihu
questions

From the results of Figure 2, we ﬁnd that WTTM outperforms BTM and
LDA in classifying short texts. The results shows that the topics which WTTM
infers can represent the documents better. We can ﬁgure out again that LDA is
not good at topic inferring of short documents. And the reason is similar as what
is said in experiments on topic coherence. The data sparsity in short texts aﬀects
the results of LDA. It shows that the topics which WTTM infers can represent
the documents better. BTM performs better than LDA. WTTM performs better
than BTM as it emphasizes the evaluation of the relations between words in the
corpus. So we can conculde that WTTM can ﬁnd better topics to express the
texts.

4

Conclusion

Topic inference on short texts is becoming increasingly popular. In this paper, we
proposed a new topic model for short texts, namely word-network triangle topic
model(WTTM), which ﬁnds the word triangles in the word co-occurrence network of the corpus. By contrast, WTTM values the relationship of each pattern
through the word triangles and excludes some weak related ones. We conducted
experiments and the results proved that WTTM did better than other baseline
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models. Considering the outstanding performance of WTTM, We can say that
WTTM is a good choice for topic inferring on short texts.
However, there are still a lot of improvements we can do to perfect the model.
How to make use of the weight of triangles can be the next point to improve.
Applying our method to real-world situations is also a good direction for us to
explore.
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